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When you write the first page of a new scientific journal, your mind goes back to the reasons why you accepted to be the Editor-in-Chief. infermieristica journal is a new journal that originates from the strong willingness of a group of younger nurses, the ones you taught to, the same nurses from different courses and different schools. These are the nurses of present and will be the nurses of future, with intact enthusiasm, passion, will to learn more and share the knowledge; they bear and burn of a special light. These are the main reason to drive the adventure of a new journal as infermieristica journal wants to be, however supported by a strong and dedicated Scientific Board, that I want to deeply thank for accepting to run together.

It is not an easy task to start a new journal, aside many other excellent journals in the field, we are well aware of that, even more if your ambition is to make it different from the others. We know that in advance.

infermieristica journal will publish articles on any field and topic of that complex world that is nursing, in particular we will try to attract yougers authors. The Scientific Board will play an important role in that, not only by selecting the best articles, but particularly in teaching, through constructive comments, how to write, present and discuss data to the for the first-time authors. We welcome contributions from anyone who has high-level information to submit. In addition to original contributions, infermieristica journal will also publish monographic issues along the year, including advancements in techniques, novel evidence-based recommendations, and more general reviews. We trust they might serve the scope to share updated knowledge.

On top of these plans, we welcome any suggestions form the readers. Our aim is that infermieristica journal becomes a live Journal for all nurses, easy to read but of high-quality, opened mind and scientifically rigorous.

With these premises, I am honored to be Editor-in-chief of infermieristica journal and since now indebted to the national and international members of the Scientific Board and to all those who will work for, and contribute to, the Journal.
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